Tätigkeitsbericht

Azharuddin Kazi, Internationales


Sehr geehrte ParlamentarierInnen und KommilitonInnen,

Im Folgenden möchte ich Ihnen meine Tätigkeiten des letzten Monats vorstellen.

➢ Office Hours:

I had regular office hours, 5 hours weekly to solve the problems of international students and to facilitate them in various ways. Moreover sort of consulting service for international students as well as German students in matters related to international students or different countries.

➢ Settling Phase of International students WS 2016-17:

The students who arrived this semester, got them settled temporarily. Now was the time when they had to extend their visa and for that reason needed to find permanent accommodations for them. Settled many into permanent places.
Accommodation problems:

Accommodation is a big problem especially for international students. I was always busy in making accommodation opportunities for the new students in every new semester. However now got the information that the 2 buildings of Peterhilweg11 and 13 will be renovated and for that purpose they would be emptied for 2 semesters. Trying to deal with this problem as we have to think for old students who are already living there and then the new ones who are coming in new semester.

New Projects:

Further working in some new projects with International Office and Stadt Paderborn and etc for integration of international students into German culture. For example, the Language and Culture project where we are trying to pair up an international student with a Paderborner for exchange of language and culture beneficial for both.

AStA Website page of International Students:

Trying to fill in information on this page to make it productive for international students and services of AStA.

Miscellaneous:

Helped in other small events of AStA and some more small work related to problem solving of International students.
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